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In the modern world, the Doctrinal Basis of the Art of Cure and the Laws of Direction
of Cure are minimally understood natural phenomena by most conventional medical
practitioners. Yet these laws are phenomena which have been witnessed for thousands of
years by certain natural healers. The Doctrinal Basis and Laws of Direction have also
been called natural healing, the art of cure, Hering's Laws, the physics of healing – they
are synonymous.
These immutable natural laws have been tested and their scientific validity has been
conclusively demonstrated.
Around 1790 Dr. Samual Hahnemann codified the Doctrinal Basis of the Art of Cure
and empirically showed that 1) A medical cure is brought in accordance with certain laws
of healing that exist in nature; 2) Nobody can cure outside these laws; 3) There are no
diseases as such, but only diseased individuals; and 4) An illness is always dynamic by
nature, so the remedy too must be in a dynamic state if it is to cure. This doctrinal basis
views the body as unceasingly reacting to its environment, attempting to ward off danger
and repair damage. What is called sickness actually represents the organism's striving
towards health.
One corollary of this assumption is that all illness is "general" - representing the curative
effort of the whole body. The doctrinal basis does not recognize the existence of "local"
illness and it does not admit that several such "local" illnesses can coexist in the body.
Illness is always "general," and the patient can never suffer from more than one illness at
a time, however many local manifestations this one illness may yield.
A second corollary is that the symptoms, however painful and undesirable, are beneficial
phenomena, since they indicate the pathway taken by the body in its attempt to restore
health.
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A third corollary is that the symptoms are more important for diagnosis and treatment
than are the structural or material alterations in the body. This is because symptoms are
chronologically prior to structural changes and lead the way to the structural changes.
Therefore, natural therapies facilitate the curative effort of the organism indicated by the
symptoms. Natural healing stimulates the self-healing efforts along the lines already
adopted naturally by the body. Thus, natural healing is guided by the patient's symptoms
but does not treat the symptoms, rather the whole organism - whose needs are made
manifest through the totality of his symptoms.
The only major addition to Dr. Hahnemann's original doctrine is known as Hering's Law
or the "Law of Direction of Cure."
Hering's Law, named after Dr. Constantine Hering in the 1830's, states that as a disease
passes from an acute to a chronic form the symptoms move from the surface of the body
to the interior, from the lower part of the body to the upper, and from the less vital organs
to the more vital. Likewise, during the natural healing process this movement is reversed,
and the symptoms will then move from the more vital organs to the less vital, from the
upper part of the body to the lower, and from the interior to the skin. Furthermore,
symptoms will disappear in the reverse chronological order of their appearance.
According to the first of Hering's laws, healing progresses from the deepest part of the
organism – the mental and emotional levels and the vital organs – to the external parts,
such as the skin and extremities. A cure is in progress when a person's psychological
symptoms lessen and the physical symptoms increase. Eventually, as this healing moves
outward, even the superficial symptoms are alleviated.
As healing progresses, symptoms appear and disappear in the reverse of their original
chronological order of appearance. It has been observed that symptoms are reexperienced from past conditions. The time during which the patient suffered from these
conditions may range from six months to ten or twenty years before the present
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treatment. These observations pertain to patients being treated for chronic conditions.
Healing progresses from the upper to the lower parts of the body. For instance, a person is
considered to be on the mend if the arthritic pain in his neck has decreased although he
now has pain in the finger joints.
Past illnesses are relived in the reverse order of their original appearance - like a movie
played backwards. The reincarnations or "shadow episodes" last a few days and the
degree of intensity is a fraction of the original condition.
Like spectators at a vaudeville performance, where one act follows another in quick
succession, and no one is sure what will appear next on the stage closely describes such
"healing" performances (Portraits of Homeopathic Medicines, 1986, Catherine R.
Coulter.) The curative process takes on a dynamism of its own, and even the most
experienced physician cannot always predict the next act. But as long as the pain is
bearable, no vital organ appears endangered, and the deja vu symptoms do not persist too
long without improvement, one waits and observes without interfering. A heartening and
encouraging factor in this whole recapitulative process is that after the first few weeks,
the intervals of respite between episodes begin to lengthen, with the patient experiencing
greater emotional well-being and physical energy than previously felt in years. The reruns
of earlier illnesses grow shorter and less spectacular with an increase in one's native
abilities and talents. One's "inherited stigma" can be lessened and often times eradicated.
This is the way of natural healing.
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Contact Information
Joyce Marshall, N.D., Ph.D., is a licensed and board certified naturopath, specializing in
harmonic translation technology, a form of electronic homeopathy. Dr. Marshall
primarily works with clients with chronic conditions closely following the Laws of
Direction of Cure.
As a practitioner of harmonic translation technology, Dr. Marshall can perform bioenergetic analyses, provide healing information, deliver specified quanta of bio-active
frequencies from her electronic pharmacy's digital database to facilitate the healing of
acute and chronic conditions.
It is time to give up tampering with the biochemistry of disease - which is the result not
the cause - and to begin investigating medicine from a completely different and more
essential viewpoint. Harmonic translation technology addresses the bio-electromagnetic
energy fields, which govern human life and health.
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